


Sensors monitor your sleep with lab-level
precision.

Active audio features improve your sleep all 
night long.

Daily reports use the data collected by the 
headband for a clear, complete vision of your
night.

Coaching programs designed to help you
resolve your sleep problems.



The Dreem solution

The headband

• Lab grad sleep analysis
• Biofeedback audio relaxation techniques
• Deep sleep stimulations
• Smart Alarm

The mobile app

• Daily sleep reports
• Tracking of the progress
• Sleep restructuring program

Dreem is a complete, personnalized non-invasive and non-
chemical solution for people suffering from sleep disorders and 

insomnia.



A redesigned
touchpad, that is
easier to navigate
during the night.

Sensors that monitor 
your sleep with
precision.

Active audio features, 
transmitted by bone
conduction. 

Thanks to its set of 
adjusters (sizes S,M 
and L), Dreem 2  
adapts to all different
head sizes.

Supple materials and foam
for more flexibility and 
comfort.

No Wi-fi, no Bluetooth 
during the night



A sleep clinic at home
Dreem monitors sleep with the same accuracy as a polysomnography, the tool used in sleep
clinic.

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/662734v1*



The Dreem app enables you to 
understand and improve your sleep.

Every morning, you will have access
to your sleep datas and the  app will
provide you with weekly reports to 
measure your progress.



The Dreem sleep restructuring program

A more engaging and efficient
program based on accurate and 

objective data.

Developed with sleep experts with
a daily support through the app

directly from home.

Dreem supports you during your
entire program and you can book 

calls with our sleep experts.

Dreem has developped a tailored program based on the reference treatment for insomnia which is more 
engaging and efficient than a classic therapy in sleep clinics.



Biofeedback audio relaxation techniques

• Falling asleep

Deep sleep stimulations, with scientifically
prroven effficacy will enhance the quality of 
your deep sleep.

Dreem wakes you up at the optimal moment 
to start the day refreshed. 

Dreem proposes active audio features
to fall asleep faster.

Piink noises

Smar alarm

• Deep sleep

• Waking up









Renowned sleep specialists support Dreem.

Stanford Sleep Center 
Director

Co-Director of CIRS, 
Lausanne, Switzerland. 

Head of the Sleep and 
Circadian Neuroscience 

Institute

Chief Scientist Officer & 
President of the Allen Institute 
for Brain Sciences, Seattle, US. 



Our users say it best:

618 Reviews  - Good



Better sleep made 
even more accessible. 

Dreem 2
399€ (RRP)






